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OVERVIEW:

NADINE is a three-year
Horizon 2020 innovation
project which will use cutting
edge technology to support
the integration of migrants
across Europe. Learn more
about Horizon 2020 Research
and Innovation projects here.

Why NADINE?

The overall aim of the NADINE project is to
harness the potential of open data and artificial
intelligence to more effectively integrate migrants
and refugees into European society. 
 
This will be achieved through the creation of an
innovative ICT solution – a platform which will
develop a data bank, including information on jobs
and the labour market, a skills assessment tool,
information on migrants’ rights, and direct contact
with local authorities.
 
This will help migrants and refugees gain a better
understanding of the realities and requirements of
local labour markets; and will help local authorities
assess the skills of migrants arriving in Europe.
 
You can read about the services the NADINE
platform will provide here.

The 13 organisations working
together on the project are
from France, Italy, The United
Kingdom, Greece, Belgium and
Luxembourg, each with a wide
variety of expertise in their
relevant field. The project is led
by Script&Go, who are based in
France.
 
To read more about the project
partners, you can check out the
project webpage here.

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/what-horizon-2020
http://nadine-project.eu/services/
http://nadine-project.eu/partners/
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Blog Posts

NADINE Skills Assessment Tools

User Requirements for the NADINE Platform

You can catch up with the latest news
and updates of the NADINE project,

by checking our latest blog posts:

HORIZON 2020 – MIGRATION CALL:
COLLABORATIVE PROJECT

NETWORK

As part of the NADINE project’s overarching
theme of contributing to the Migration Call
of the Horizon 2018 – 2020 Work
Programme, we collaborated with partners
from three other European projects relating
to ICT and migration, which are co-financed
by the European Commission under the
same Horizon 2020 call.

Members of the project team from the
MICADO project, the MIICT project and the
REBUILD project took part in an initial
workshop, and follow-up video calls with
NADINE project coordinator and user
ambassadors.

This will help partner organisations working
on each project share results and best
practices and avoid duplication of certain
project research activities. We hope that
this collaboration will develop into a
network of organisations, which can share
each other’s results and increase the 
 sustainability of all four projects.

NADINE Project - An Introduction

NADINE Project's most popular Facebook posts:

Immigrant vs. Refugee Comparison Chart

The NADINE Madrid meeting update

Infographic about Non-EU workers and the UK economy

NADINE Project on Facebook

1st Project Meeting
Rennes, France - Nov 2018

2nd Project Meeting
Thessaloniki, Greece - Jan 2019

3rd Project Meeting
Madrid, Spain - Apr 2019

www.nadine-project.eu

http://nadine-project.eu/2019/07/03/nadine-wp3-skill-assessment-methodology-and-tools-standardisation/
http://nadine-project.eu/2019/07/24/identifying-user-requirements-for-the-nadine-platform/
http://nadine-project.eu/2019/07/03/nadine-wp3-blog-post/
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/what-horizon-2020
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/what-horizon-2020
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/what-horizon-2020
http://nadine-project.eu/2019/07/03/nadine-wp3-blog-post/
http://nadine-project.eu/2019/07/03/nadine-wp3-blog-post/
https://www.facebook.com/NADINEprojectEU/photos/a.374124029400087/1803877859758023/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/NADINEprojectEU/photos/a.374124029400087/1760256450786831/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/NADINEprojectEU/photos/a.374124029400087/1724267407719069/?type=3&theater
http://www.facebook.com/NADINEprojectEU/
http://www.facebook.com/NADINEprojectEU/
http://nadine-project.eu/2019/07/24/identifying-user-requirements-for-the-nadine-platform/
http://nadine-project.eu/2019/07/24/identifying-user-requirements-for-the-nadine-platform/
http://nadine-project.eu/2019/07/24/identifying-user-requirements-for-the-nadine-platform/
http://www.nadine-project.eu/

